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I open the Omega Portal – here we are again, about
to begin another session. Are you ready for the
exchange of energy and information? Come
forward with me now and feel that you are being
drawn gently, positively, to gather into the receiving
area of the Station of Light.
This is a magnificent time to be together. I feel the
difference in the energy that we have been receiving
this year, especially over the last few sessions and
this is all because you are participating in the
change, in the shift. You are allowing yourself to
move forward with the energy and the impetus of
the energy is to move us forward into an expanded
state. Perhaps we will get some more about that
during this session.
I have been given the green light to proceed,
because I have asked to link in with the Beings in
the Station for what they can give us in assistance,
in explanation – whatever is needed for us. So, let’s
begin, and I expand my awareness and withdraw to
allow them to come forward.

“In presenting this space to you and
presenting you into this area of
connection and communication, we are
working with the allowance of many of
the aspects that are you. Some of those aspects you
have not fully realised what they are and the
capabilities of them, but as we enfold you in the
energy and you unfold in the energy, you become
more conscious of the fact of the multi-dimensional
aspect of who you are and in drawing you in your
light body into this space, we have already shown
you the capabilities of that aspect of you.
In some sessions we have already revealed to you
different aspects of Self and how different aspects
of your consciousness are engaged in performing
activities within the Station of Light. Then there are
other aspects of you continuing the expansion and
strengthening of the Earth Light City and many other
areas to do with your purpose for your existence on
planet Earth.
In this session we are also drawing upon other
aspects of you which have existed on planet Earth
Station during its evolutionary cycles and some of
those cycles are drawing into you the information
from an evolved state where you were present on
the Earth station, but in a different form, because
you had examined all possibilities of the realities
that could be enacted on the planetary station and
you chose to experience some of those realities and
then subsequently, or ongoing, you chose to
experience the present reality that you are in. You
also chose to align yourself with higher potential
and indicators of that potential to remind yourself of
what is to be established here on Earth and let us
say, it is not to change anything that has happened.
It is simply to engage a different level of
understanding or energy consciousness in you and
around you and amongst the civilisation that you are
co-creating life with at the moment.
All of this is part of what you are experiencing, even
in these transmissions.
We are reminded that we didn’t announce ourselves
to you.

I am Commander Orem and through my intention to
present this to you, I assumed that you would
recognise the energy and information which I bring
to you, so in giving you a title and name, it is simply
to satisfy the natural curiosity that you have and
need to know to be able to define and shape what
you are receiving into some order or procedure.
Moving on from this, I am introducing you again into
a field of energy which is a collective combination of
many aspects from different dimensions. As an
insight into this, allow your vision to expand the
introduction to you of many types of Beings here.
It is in a sense a station where Beings come in with
information and the information can be contained in
different devices or carrying vessels and this is all
brought into a central processing or collection
space, and this is what I have brought you into here
to perceive and understand that you also are
participating in this. You are bringing information in
with you into this space to be shared. The
information is experience you have gained in your
lifetime here relating to the interaction of other
people and creatures with you. You may also be
presenting very much technical information if you
are involved in the scientific and technology aspects
of Earth and are working with certain devices. All of
this you are bringing in as a natural aspect of your
consciousness field here and this is shared in this
communication space with many others. It is in here
that you are able to draw upon concepts which you
can implement which all of you can implement, in
whatever way you function currently in your current
life phase. Everything, everyone, is necessary as
part of the collective. How you respond to people
communicating to you is important. The impression
that you leave upon others from your interactions,
however small they may appear to be – all of that is
important – all of that is included in your energy field
here as your body of light consciousness – that great
awareness.
So, in being present here now – have you expanded
your awareness and remembrance to include
everything you have been participating in over the
last several days?

Remember, there is no judgement. This is sharing
of information in patterns and it can be concluded
from this that you are indeed offering yourself as
vessels, for in drawing concepts through from other
Beings here with whom you are communicating,
that is filling your energy field and this is what you
will be sharing around you. This aspect of your
presence, in whatever reality, is being enhanced.
The energy communications and the field that you
emit is being enhanced, perhaps you may liken it to
the term of being upgraded, so that you are working
in a higher capacity. This includes many of the
patterns in your daily thoughts and how you process
thoughts and how you process what you see
visually, how you process what comes into your
personal space, in whatever way, and there will be
many things, many changes happening for you and
around you. Your life is expanding and shifting. You
are changing.
We are also allowing you to move beyond this
space again with some of the Beings you have been
communicating with here. By this we mean that you
will be perceiving you are moving into a different
area of creation, so that you will understand there
are many places you can be familiar with apart from
what you have experienced on and within Earth and
within this Station.
As you acknowledge where you are visiting, you are
drawing another pattern of energy into you. Patterns
of energy are important. Patterns of energy existed
before spoken language or written language
evolved anywhere and it is through consciousness
fields that the patterns are converted into a form of
language to be shared with others.
In this dimensional shift you are experiencing here
through different spaces – across and connecting
different spaces – there is also the opportunity to
remember your position and existence in that place
of origin for you. In particular this is important for
you at this time, as you recollect the concepts and
ways of working that you were familiar with and
immersed in, in that existence. That way is
becoming very clear to you in your present
functioning and is necessary for that to continue,

because you are bringing in higher information as
energy and creation into your space.
So, in experiencing this also, this draws you back to
be closer to planet Earth and its energy existence
and everything that surrounds it at this time. There
are many streams of information encircling the
planet, as you know it to be, and the information
comes in, in ways also penetrating deeply down
through all of the atmosphere, vegetation, all of the
Beings. Everything is being enhanced, so as you
continue to review previous sessions and the
energy forms of the vegetation you experienced in
the previous session here in the Station, this is
becoming stronger in you and so you will be using
this frequently in your thoughts, being conscious of
what you take in. Being conscious of what you take
in can immediately alter the vibration of that
substance, enhancing it for benefit, perhaps
clearing out matter or vibrations which will not suit
you. This of course must be used in the way that
you choose wisely your nutrition, knowing what is
suitable for you.
Focusing upon the Earth planet momentarily, we
draw your attention to an opening which is occurring
in the frozen, southern areas of your planet. There
is an opening which will be revealing the existence
of a pattern of life present there. It is needed to be
revealed as part of the ongoing exposition to you all
living on the planet of what is existing and what has
taken place in those areas. It is also related to the
shifting and opening in consciousness. Be aware of
what will be revealed to you in different ways
following the presentation of this to you. it may be
confirming it already to many of you who are
watchful of what is occurring and being revealed. It
is an ongoing process, of course. It does mean that
what some people have believed all their lives will
need to be changed, just as those of you receiving
these transmissions have shifted from beliefs you
held previously, and of course you are expanding
exponentionally as you take in information in this
way and through other sources.

So, we do advise you that we observe the changes
occurring and indeed there are aspects of the
Station, Beings commissioned to support the
changes, to assist where assistance is needed.
From your point of view and presence within the
Station, allow your energy field to embrace all that
is occurring around the planet, embracing it from the
knowledge of your point of origin and from the
aspect of the civilisation of the Earth Light City.
These are powerful changes occurring and you are
needed to participate in those changes, therefore I
bring you back to the receiving area of the Station
so that you will remember what you have
experienced and as you consciously bring it all in
around you, I leave you at this point, Beloved

Orem out “

Lani speaking again. Thank you Orem for this
interesting and infusion of energy and information.
I bring you all back now to be grounded on the
Earth, connected back into your life, bringing in joy,
upliftment, expansion, gratitude and love – and
many other aspects – remembering that your higher
evolved aspect is part of you and comes back to
help you at this time.
Now, as usual, as I close the Omega Portal because
the transmission is concluded, do make sure that
you are firmly back, aware of your surroundings,
grounded in every way in the present time. Thank
you, everybody

Lani
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